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M O N D R A G O NM O N D R A G O N
& THE FUTURE
OF CO-OPERATISM

reg MacLeod�s From
Mondragon to America:
Experiments in Commu-

nity Economic Development
should appeal to two basic au-
diences. First, for the
cognoscenti it provides the
best recent information in
book form in English on the
Mondragon co-operatives
including their recent non co-op-
erative, multinational excursions and Span-
ish retail expansion, as well as hitherto una-
vailable information about the Mondragon-
inspired Cooperative Entrepreneurial
Group of Valencia (3,800 employees and
$716 million in sales in 1996). MacLeod
also includes useful North American infor-
mation on Eastern Canada and the Yucatan
CED efforts.

Second, and of more long-run interest is
Macleod�s focus on basic values and princi-
ples of the Mondragon co-operative system.
This provides both a good introduction to
some of the key underlying issues surround-
ing community economic development, as
well as food for thought for those who have
worked in CED and can profit by
refocussing on basic questions as to why and
how successful systems such as Mondragon
and Valencia flourish, given the challenges
they face.

For me, what was most interesting about
MacLeod�s brief book was his chapter on
�Practical Reflections For Community Eco-
nomic Solutions.� Deeply influenced by the
work and thought of Mondragon founder Jose
Maria Arizmendiarrieta and their implica-
tions, MacLeod lays out a compelling argu-
ment for the success of Mondragon being
based on an improvement in co-operative so-
cial technology. (Something that William
Foote Whyte and David Ellerman have dis-
cussed as the process of co-operative social

invention and innovation.)
This led to the success devel-
opment of what MacLeod calls
a Community Business Corpo-
ration. Key to success is not par-
ticular organizational forms, but
the co-operative and community
values whose �order of importance
and formulation will change accord-
ing to historical and cultural
circumstances.�(p. 145)

MacLeod provides out a brief outline of
some points for co-operative business suc-
cess that makes good reading for those in-
terested in undertaking new CED ventures.
His belief in the necessity for a strong in-
dividual buck-stops-here managerial figure
strikes me as too doctrinaire. Strong and
effective management is crucial. But why
foreclose options for less hierarchical and
more consensus-seeking decision-making
processes that are particularly applicable in
complex organizations beyond the level of
the single firm? Today, even in many �profit
is central� transnational corporations, net-
works (as opposed to hierarchies) and par-
ticipatory management styles are flourish-
ing.

MacLeod discusses the Mondragon sys-
tem�s resort to establishing non co-opera-
tive manufacturing subsidiaries abroad, and
non co-operative supermarkets by the
Eroski co-operative in Spain in partnership
with Valencia�s cooperative Consum and
groups such as ONCE, a fund established
to benefit the blind in Spain. I concur with
MacLeod�s basic judgement that the
Mondragon co-operators had few choices.
Fierce transnational competition occa-
sioned by the advent of European integra-
tion and a lack of suitable co-operative part-
ners reduced their options.

However, given MacLeod�s access to the
Mondragon co-operatives it would have

been interesting for him to have offered
both more specific economic analysis of
particular decisions, as well as the internal
debates and their development within the
Mondragon system. For example, managers
in the non co-operative supermarkets are
now able to buy 8% of the equity stock. Are
there plans to expand stock ownership to
ordinary workers in these stores, or to con-
vert them eventually to co-operative own-
ership? If not, why not?

Mondragon, like any successful co-opera-
tive venture, by its nature must be a work
in progress. Mondragon�s apparently eco-
nomically successful non co-operative ex-
pansions raise two broad questions worthy
of further exploration. Have the Mondragon
co-operators reached the limit of both their
imagination and ability to expand the proc-
ess of co-operative entrepreneurship be-
yond the Basque region? More broadly and
significantly, how can we, given the exam-
ple of a dynamic Mondragon system, build
complementary entities with which to form
international co-operatives instead of cor-
porate partnerships?

Mondragon has demonstrated the crea-
tion of a co-operative system as an island
of safety and prosperity in response to the
problems of a single co-operative firm in a
capitalist ocean. What�s needed now is to
create a co-operative archipelago in re-
sponse to the problems and opportunities
posed by a lonely co-operative island. It is
a worthy task for our co-operative
energies.c
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Does the continuing success of the mother
of all co-ops make it a leader? Or a follower?
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